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CONTEXT
Canadian Wildland Fire Strategy: 

“develop an improved preparedness and 
response capacity…”

This Plan is Part 1: 
Focused on Improving Response

• decision-making,  priority-setting; 
• sharing and utilization of suppression resources 
• resources traditionally used, external to wildland fire 

agencies, and international  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan writing started after the 2014 Wildland Fire conference – many projects going on – need a focus for new effortsThe Canadian Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) issued the Canadian Wildland Fire Strategy (CWFS) in 2005 in response to a series of severe wildland fire seasons in the early 2000s. Since that time, the CWFS has been managed and promoted largely through the efforts of CCFM’s Wildland Fire Management Working Group. One of the core initiatives in the CWFS was to develop an improved preparedness and response capacity. This report represents the first version of a Canadian Wildland Fire Preparedness and Response Plan (CWFPRP). Its objective is to examine current mechanisms for decision-making and priority-setting, as well as sharing and utilization of resources traditionally used in wildland fire suppression. The report also makes recommendations for action to improve Canadian response in an increasingly challenging wildland fire environment, through decision-making processes and information and decision tools, and through improved assessment of fire-suppression resources—including those that are external to Canada’s wildland fire management agencies, both within Canada and in other countries. The report concludes with a draft action plan for the implementation of the recommendations. In 2013 the WFWMG undertook a review of its current activities and focus; this led to the development of a new strategic plan for the WFWMG and a decision to re-focus its efforts on a more limited set of priorities. The WFMWG proposed to concentrate its efforts in two areas:building community protection and prevention programs to engage partners, residents and communities in wildfire prevention and loss mitigation; anddeveloping a Canadian Wildland Fire Preparedness and Response Plan (CWFPRP) to address the risks associated with situations involving extreme fire load.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work starting in 2014 to draft this report – a number of sub-projects started August 2015Some parts and reference projects go back to 2010. 



Principles for Improvement 

• Common language and standards

• Transparency of information

• Consensus decision-making

• Commitment outside critical wildland fire situations 

• Simplicity 

• Innovation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout the development of the CWFPRP, several principles emerged from working team reports. These principles need to be adopted by Canadian wildland fire agencies in their effort to improve Canadian response in an increasingly challenging wildland fire environment. 2.1 Common language and standardsAgencies must continue to move to common shared information based on common language.2.2 Transparency of informationDecision models and framework require shared information that is not tied by bureaucratic channels2.3 Consensus decision-making“Who will make critical priority decisions as resources become scarce?” Canada has operated for more than 30 years under a consensus decision-making model. During the 2015 prototyping of the Canadian Multi-Agency Coordination (CMAC) Group, critical decisions were made using multi-government consensus without any issues arising. 2.4 Commitment outside critical wildland fire situations When fires are burning and human life, property, and other values are at risk, commitment to interagency co-operation is common and easy to achieve. Agencies will require similar commitment to working together during less urgent periods to prepare for fires and improve underlying systems. 2.5 Simplicity Agencies are diverse; when co-operation is necessary, solutions need to work among all partners. As a consequence, solutions will need to be simple. Second, solutions and processes will need to continue to work as situations become more complex and time becomes limited. Complex solutions may be set aside precisely at the time they are required most. Finally, for solutions to remain sustainable over time, they need to be simple enough to be adaptable as advocates and support staff change.2.6 InnovationTraditional preparedness and response systems have reached their limit. Canadian agencies—on their own and collectively—will require innovative solutions to new challenges. 



PART 1
Improved Response 
in Critical Situations

(at NPL 3 or higher)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision made to start with “Chapter 1” or “Part 1” – focused on improving response, knowing there were other, longer term preparedness issues to deal with. But the most immediate improvement can be made in improving the use of the resources and partnerships at hand.



CONSENSUS DECISION-MAKING

Shift in CIFFC from filling orders to 
medium range planning:

• Improving the CIFFC strategic planning system 
• CIFFC Strategic Planning Unit
• Canadian Multi-Agency Coordination Group

Prototyped in 2015
In place 2016
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed over the winter 2014/15 and prototyped in 2015, CIFFC has shifted to the SPU which includes support from CFS and connection to GOC in Ottawa. CMAC has demonstrated a consensus model works – even at the limits of resource availability. Representation from all agencies. Connection to looking ahead with Canadian and international partners – Related to an information and decision-support shift – the old CIFFC FSR was not facilitating forward looking or strategic planning. The move is to shift to a report on what is known and enhance the forecast of what is going to be needed. 



CONSENSUS DECISION-MAKING 

CIFFC Fire Situation Report to become:
• Fire Situation Report – to previous day

• Situation Forecast over the next 10 days

• Connect Situation Forecast to Resource Forecast
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed over the winter 2014/15 and prototyped in 2015, CIFFC has shifted to the SPU which includes support from CFS and connection to GOC in Ottawa. CMAC has demonstrated a consensus model works – even at the limits of resource availability. Representation from all agencies. Connection to looking ahead with Canadian and international partners – Related to an information and decision-support shift – the old CIFFC FSR was not facilitating forward looking or strategic planning. The move is to shift to a report on what is known and enhance the forecast of what is going to be needed. 



INFORMATION TO SUPPORT BETTER DECISIONS

More efficient response depends on progress 
of new IM/IT Committee: 

• standardized information, data-sharing, 
data-integration

• recommendation to add capacity

IM/IT Committee making progress 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIFFC Fire Situation Report to become:A general report describing the current fire situation (including resources currently being shared), primarily to meet the information needs of agencies, the public, and the media. This report would be accurate to the previous day’s known information. An internal Situation Forecast providing CIFFC with agency expectations for fire load, resource demand and availability over the next 10 days (see Section 3.3).3.3 Decision-support tools 3.3.1 Canadian Fire Resource Demand System3.3.2 Developing a national Situation Forecast and support for resource-sharing decisions3.3.3 Reporting the resource demand and availability inventory for the Situation Forecast3.3.4 Preparedness levels as indicators of resource availability3.3.5 Tracking resource availability from external sources



DECISION-SUPPORT TOOLS 

Move to forecasting and sharing available 
inventory and resource demand 

• Transition Canadian Fire Resource Demand System 
to small task team 

• Develop a national Situation Forecast for resource-
sharing decisions

• Tracking resource availability from external sources
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CFRDS – requires an ongoing place and support – including data integration with other information flow. – Not soething all agencies may use but significant effort needs transitional support to come into play. Move sharing to be based on forecasts of the future situation 



FACILITATING CAPACITY  
Internal To Wildland Fire Agencies

• Internally, reduce barriers:                            
– Type 2 Crews and aircraft

• Reduce attrition of key overhead positions

• Fire Equipment: 
– analyze factors that contribute to 

equipment stuck in warehouses or retrieval 

– identify means to share or expand recycling capacity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
continue to recommend national standards and training for air attack leaders by 2018.The CIFFC RMC will develop a Type 2 Crew Interagency Exchange Standard by December 31, 2016, that considerscapability and expectations;training, safety, and fitness standards;costing under the MARS guidelines;exchange of crews hired through agency contracts; and making an additional 400 firefighters available for exchange in 2017.For 2016 agencies that have Type 2 wildland firefighters for exchange will identify them through the inventory system (see Section 3.2) for sharing under the MARS agreement. By December 31, 2017, the RMC will identify provisions or contract wording to allow the exchange of contracted firefighters under the MARS agreement. The WFMWG should consider options to reduce attrition of key overhead and leadership positions within fire agencies that will ultimately limit the ability to put firefighters in the field during critical situations. This may include formal commitments to train additional non-fire staff from within government.The FEWG will analyze the factors that contribute to equipment being unavailable during fire situations because it is in warehouses or in retrieval and look at improvements by 2017 to support current inventories. The FEWG will identify means to share or expand recycling capacity to improve the overall availability of equipment by 2017. (This may include service contracts, apprenticeship programs to recruit mechanics and specialists, and movement of equipment to where the capacity is needed.)



FACILITATING CAPACITY 
External To Agencies

• Integrate non-agency staff into Type 2 standard

• WFMWG and CIFFC engage with:
• INAC and Fire Commissioners/Marshals 

• Target: increasing Type 2 by 400 firefighters

• Continue to work with DND on 
train-as-needed delivery

• Develop a “marketplace” for specialized skills 
and equipment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
the greatest potential return for public safety is to improve relationships and interoperability with municipal/community fire departments specializing in structural protection. It is well understood that requesting military staff should be a measure of last resort, and wildland fire agencies should build capacity in civilian ranks first. 3.4.2 Canadian resources external to wildland fire agenciesWhile working on Type 2 exchange standards, the RMC will define how non-agency staff, such as fire department personnel, will be integrated into Type 2 exchange. WFMWG members will meet with INAC to discuss plans and funding for pan-Canadian development (e.g., training) of additional Type 2 firefighter capacity from First Nations community members, both for local fires or for exchange. This effort should be combined with support for community, FireSmart, and local emergency management capacity-building.  The CIFFC Management Committee members will engage fire marshals and commissioners in a broader discussion of how to build wildland fire prevention and response capacity among fire services specializing in structural protection and within First Nations, with a goal ofincreasing the available Type 2 crews by 400 firefighters by 2018; assessing available resources to assist in wildland fire prevention and control, including personnel with previous wildland fire experience; considering the Wildland Fire Skills Exchange Market application (discussed below) as a means to identify fire department staff available for deployment;developing strategies for moving forward using expanded training (e.g., S215 Fire Operations in the Wildland–Urban Interface, including deployment of sprinkler systems) and equipment standards; andconsidering a wildland firefighter reserve force consisting of appropriately trained firefighters for exchange across borders.  A subgroup of the CIFFC Management Committee and RMC will meet with regional DND command staff torefine protocols for national wildfire readiness and deployment, including early training as dangerous seasons develop; formalize a training package for DND staff for “train-as-needed” delivery, considering their other skills; and discuss synergies with DND to develop capacity for all civil security and emergency situations (e.g., exercises involving reservists, forest fire agencies). qualified line supervisors and specialized overhead skills become the limiting factor during escalated and ongoing fire situations. 20 to 40 people with key skills can make a big difference to success and safety over a three-week period.form and fund a task team that, by 2018, will manage an online Wildland Fire Skills Exchange Market software application (following a social media model such as Webair or Angie’s List) for tracking specialized external resources such as retirees, specialized private sector staff, and fire department resources. And Specialized equipment3.4.3 International co-operationWork more The CIFFC will continue to develop a team (with representation from each Compact with Canadian membership and CIFFC staff) to work on issues related to expanding imports from other Compacts across the United States, based on work by the Alliance of Forest Fire Compacts. This work will target sharing of IMTs (target is two teams during escalation), aircraft, specialized overhead positions, and firefighters. 



FACILITATING CAPACITY 
International 

Continue work ongoing:
• USA including Alliance of Forest Fire Compacts
• Mexico
• Australia
• New Zealand

• South Africa

International Interagency Resource Reps and 
prepared exchange checklists
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Progress 2015 and 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3.4.3 International co-operationWork more The CIFFC will continue to develop a team (with representation from each Compact with Canadian membership and CIFFC staff) to work on issues related to expanding imports from other Compacts across the United States, based on work by the Alliance of Forest Fire Compacts. This work will target sharing of IMTs (target is two teams during escalation), aircraft, specialized overhead positions, and firefighters. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition Slide: So that is an overview of the plan – first part focused on response capacityMention: Future Steps to Improve Response – there are always loose ends…Mention Action Plan – which CIFFC MC has developed. Several ideas that have come forward during the writing of this plan are not sufficiently developed to support recommendations at this time. Several should form the basis of an action plan for more work and future revision of this document. Recommended future actionsSeveral changes recommended above are the beginning of a significant change in decision-making and decision support involving an expanded list of federal, provincial, and territorial partners. The CIFFC should organize a simulation or test of Canada’s response to a situation at NPL 4 or 5 during 2017, unless the 2017 fire season provides such a test. Such situations should be simulated through a multi-agency exercise every two years unless fire seasons provide a real test.  Increased capacity in some areas under this plan may cause critical shortages of other resources to emerge (i.e., bottlenecks in expanded capacity). A task team should build on the report on fire load and resource capacity (Paul A. McBay Contracting 2012) to analyze these emerging capacity issues and to ensure that balanced and integrated escalation is possible.  The RMC should analyze the impact of 14-day commitments for resource-sharing. Will additional flexibility (shorter deployments) provide a positive benefit–cost ratio?  A task team should analyze the benefits of additional aircraft coordination during critical situations, including regional prioritization for air tanker and helicopter deployment.  As the IM/IT Committee evolves, commitment of staffing and manageable support models should be discussed at both the WFMWG and the CIFFC Management Committee. New recommendations for improvement, affordability, and sustainability should be expected by February 2018. The WFMWG and the CIFFC should continue to invest in science to support improved resource exchange and decision analysis. For example, the trade-offs of proactive sharing and reactive movement of resources after fires arrive should be analyzed and better understood by fire managers. 



PART 2
Improved 

Preparedness

Target: end of 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All require investments – which has been discussed to the political level in the past year – but those discussions must move (realistically) through budget cycles to have tangible long term effect. 
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